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Abstract

This paper extends classical action formalisms
so as to account for uncertainty about the
state of the world and about the effects of ac-
tions. We show how this formalism can be com-
bined with decision theory in order to guide the
search for reaction plans and to estimate their
quality, thereby providing a basis for anytime~
planning under uncertainty.

This paper deals with the combination of principles
from the three following topics, the perspective being the
sound engineering of planners coping with uncertainty
and time pressure.

Action formalisms. In classical planning, action for-
malisms play the crucial role of providing a symbolic
and concise representation of the underlying huge state
space. Their ultimate goal is to specify the reasoning
about prerequisites and consequences of actions that an
ideally rational agent should perform. For sake of ef-
ficiency, most of the action formalisms used for plan-
ning (which are mostly based on STRIPS) assume that
the agent has prefect knowledge about the current state
of the world and about the effects of actions. More pow-
erful action formalisms exist, which enable reasoning un-
der uncertainty, e.g., [1], [2]. However, it is not clear how
to turn them into efficient planners. In particular the re-
quirements of correctness and completeness, with respect
to the underlying formalism, of classical plans/planners
turn out to be overly strong, and conditional planning
creates additional complexity.

Reaction plans provide a way of coping with uncer-
tainty at execution time and ensure real-time behavior.
They encode goal-directed behavior not only for single
planning problem but for whole parts of the problem
domain. Reaction plans are suitable for execution in
undeterministic domains, but on the other hand, they
are mostly generated by planners using restricted action
formalisms and/or assuming that the world is determin-
istic [12]. It remains then difficult to explicitly reason
under uncertainty and to decide which reactions a sys-
tem should rationally cache.

Decision theory offers planning a normative model for
reasoning under uncertainty, when the actions only have
a probabilistic influence on the world. Numerical util-
ities enable a richer expression of planning objectives.

*who thanks Joachim Hertzberg, William Shoaff and Moti
Schneider for their participation to this work.

The criterion of correctness of classical plans/planners
can be replaced by quality measures, which allows rea-
soning about tradeoffs involving the gain provided by the
various plan outcomes, their probability, and the time
available to generate a plan. Algorithms like policy iter-
ation [8] are well-suited to the anytime generation and
improvement of reaction plans. Recently, methods based
on the policy iteration algorithm have been proposed
which do not need to explore the whole state space at
once, but restrict the planner’s attention to judiciously
chosen larger and larger sets of situations [3]. However,
these algorithms do not use symbolic action formalisms,
and they must still work on a low-level representation of
the state space as a stochastic automaton.

Obviously, these fields are complementary, and it is
useful to combine them in order to build anytime uncer-
tainty planners. However, due to the non-exhaustive list
of problems mentioned in each of the above paragraphs,
it is not yet clear what a judicious combination looks like
and how much effort is needed to achieve it.

Our work has mainly focused on building a model of
actions and plans recasting the different fields mentioned
into a common framework for planning under uncer-
tainty and time pressure. This paper should be viewed
as a summary of the results concerning this work, which
are presented in more detail in [13, 14]. The model has
the following main features.

The action formalism, which blends the possible mod-
els approach in [1] with Nilsson’s probabilistic logic [11],
copes with the frame and ramification problems. It han-
dles incomplete information about world states, as well
as context-dependent and stochastic effects of actions.

On this basis, reaction plans are generated, which specify
different courses of actions reflecting the domain uncer-
tainty. They are represented as deterministic automata
for both planning and execution. Plans do not need
to cover all the situations that might be encountered
at execution, but achieve an intermediate degree of ro-
bustness between triangle tables [6] and universal plans
[12]. When taking into account the probabilities pro-
vided by the action formalism, plans can be considered
as absorbing Markov chains, and results of decision the-
ory can be used to estimate their quality. The quality
estimation can be updated during execution, because ad-
ditional knowledge about the followed path of the plan
becomes available, reducing uncertainty about what may
happen during the rest of this execution.
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At the planning level, the quality measure and the prob-
ability information can be used to cope with the com-
plexity 0f reaction planning by guiding the search for a
reaction plan. The probability information is useful with
respect to focusing the planner on the situations it is
likely to encounter. The quality estimation is useful with
respect to pruning undesirable plans, and can also enable
meta-reasoning in order know when to stop planning1.

The framework is suitable to the design of anytime al-
gorithms that plan for the most probable evolution of
the environment first. Since the quality measure can be
updated during execution, one can also design on-line
planning algorithms which improve the plan parts that
will be of most use in the rest of the execution.

Section 1 describes the action formalism, Section 2
presents the representation of reaction plans we use, Sec-
tion 3 explains how the quality of these plans can be eval-
uated, building on Markov chains and decision theory,
and sketches how anytime algorithms can be developed
within this framework. Section 4 concludes.

1 The Action Formalism

1.1 Background
We first provide an action formalism that handles incom-
plete information about the recent world state as well as
alternative action effects, and that enables us to assess
the probability of the world being in a given state af-
ter an action has been performed. To this end, we use

possible models variant of Nilsson’s probabilistic logic
~11], as a basis for both reasoning about actions in the
spirit of [1], and later, decision-theoretic planning.

Given a first order language £ of closed formulae, gen-
eral information about the domain is given in two ways.
First, a set K C £, called logical background knowledge,
contains the logical constraints known to be true in all
world states. Second, probabilistic background knowledge
is given as a set P of probability values for some sen-
tences in £. It expresses the constraints to be verified
by the probability distribution on world states believed
at any time, in absence of information beyond K.

Given a finite subset L = {al, ¯ ¯., an} of ground atoms
of/:, the world states are represented as sets {11,..., 1,,},
where li = al or else li = --ai. These sets are inter-
preted as the conjunction of their elements, and we will
often switch between the set and the conjunctive nota-
tion. From all such Sets, those consistent with K repre-
sent possible states of the world; they are called possible
models. Possible models are in fact Herbrand models of
K, restricted to L. For an arbitrary s E Z:, we define

Def. 1.1 (Possible models in s) Let s E £ and let 
be the logical background knowledge. The possible models
in s are the elements of the set

andP°SsK(S)K U M ~s~M = {11,..., In} [ K U M is consistent.I

PossK(true) (which we briefly call PossK) contains
all possible state descriptions, i.e., all possible models,
which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive2. PossK (s)

1Note that this paper does not address the meta-reasoning
issue.

2To ensure these properties with respect not only to L
but also to £, we make the spanningness assumption stating
that L must be sufficient for possible models to represent all

is the subset of POSSK containing all possible models
that make s true. Note that, just as we interpret pos-
sible models as conjunctions, a set of possible models
should be interpreted as the disjunction of its elements,
i.e., as a disjunction of conjunctions.

We can adapt results from Nilsson’s probabilistic logic
to the above framework, in order to define the probabil-
ity distribution p over the possible models space that
strictly reflects the background knowledge. The key re-
sult using sets of possible worlds in Nilsson’s work is
transferred to possible models: the truth probability of
a sentence is the sum of the probabilities of the possible
models in this sentence. To strictly comply with K and
P, p is defined as follows:

(a) A tautology has truth probability 
p(true) = 1 ~’~MePo,,K p(U).

(b) p is subject to the constraints in 
Vp(s) E P p(s) = EMepossK(S)p(M).

(c) The entropy of p, i.e., - ~’~MeVo,°~,- p(M)logp(M),
is maximal, given (a) and (b).

In general, (a) and (b) still induce an infinity of prob-
ability distributions. Among them, (c) selects the 
with maximal entropy, because this distribution assumes
minimal additional information beyond the background
knowledge.

Consider the cup example where the task of a robot is
to manipulate a cup from a fixed position, using actions
to be detailed later. The cup can be either on the floor
(of) or on a table (ot). When on the floor, the cup 
either stand upright (up), or be tipped forward with its
mouth facing the robot (fd), or be tipped backward (bk).
Experiments take place outside; thus rainy weather (ry)
affects the robot’s performance. Assuming an appropri-
ate definition of £, the given background knowledge is:

f ot*--~of, of,--*upvfdVbk, up--*~fdA~bk,K = ~. fd-~-’upA-’bk,
bk---*~fdA-’up )

P = {p(ry) = 0.4, p(fd V bk) = 0.7, p(ot) 

L = {ry,fd, bk, up} suffices to represent all relevant as-
pects of world states as possible models, as the truth or
falsity of ot and of is determined by the atoms in L via
K. These and the probability distribution p shown in
(1) can be computed; lacking further knowledge, they
constitute the robot’s beliefs.

M E POSSK p(M)
M1 0.08
/14"2

{
0.14

M3
{

ry, -’fd, ~bk, -’up

0.14
M,t

{
ry, fd, --,bk, "~up

}

0.04
M5

{
ry, -’fd, bk, -’up

}

ry, -’fd, ~bk, up
}

0,12
M6

{
0.21

Mr
{

-’ry, "~fd, "~bk, "-up
}

-’ry, fd, ~bk, "-up
}

0.21
Ms

{
)

{
-~ry, ~fd, bk,-,up }
-’ry, -’fd, -’bk, up } 0.06

(!)

We now explain how to handle incomplete information
about world states, and then define the result of an ac-
tion with uncertain outcomes, applied in a state about
which information is incomplete.

relevant aspects of the world: Vs E £ VM E POSSK KUM h
s or else K O M I-- -~s.
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1.2 Uncertainty About States and Actions
Features of the current world state may be unknown at
planning time. We therefore assume that information
about this state is given by an arbitrary sentence s E £,
which may describe this state only incompletely. Given
that s currently holds, our belief that a possible model
M represents the current state is revised. Only possible
models in PossE(s) may now correspond to the actual
state, and the new probability distribution p, over the
possible models space is such that p,(M) = p(M I 
where p(M I s) denotes the conditional probability of M
given that s holds. This can be shown equivalent to

p(M) if M E PossE(s) (2)
~-~u’ePo,,K(,) p(M’)p, (M) = 

otherwise.

For example, suppose the robot acquires the information
that it is rainy and that the cup is on the table or tipped
forward, i.e., s = ry A (ot V fd). Then

POSSK(S) = {{ry, -"fd, -"bk, -"up}, {ry, fd, -"bk, -~up}},

and the world is represented by the possible models M1
or M2 with probability

p,(M1) = p(Ml) 0.08 ,,, 0.36
p(Ml)+p(M2) = 0.22 --

p,(M2) = p¢Ma) ~ 0.64.p(MIi+p(M~)=
o.14
0.22 --

This enforces, e.g., the conclusion that of holds with
probability 0.64.

We now turn to the computation of the belief about
the state resulting from the performance of an action.
We allow actions to produce alternative outcomes with
some probabilities, e.g., the action of tossing a coin, and
actions applied in different contexts may produce differ-
ing outcomes, e.g., the action of toggling a light’s switch
switches the light on if it was off, and vice versa. The
general form of an action a is then

[ prel I (Posti, ~r~), ¯ ̄ ., (Post~l),")(1)~’’1 J,
: (3)
prem [ (Post~,r~),...,(Post~m),Tr~"~)) 1.

For each context i, the precondition prel is an arbitrary
formula from £, the postconditions Post~ are subsets
of possible models, and ~/’ is the probability that exe-
cuting the action in the context i leads to Post~. We
assume the pret are mutually exclusive and exhaustive,
so that, when the action is applied, the unique context
whose precondition holds determines the possible out-
comes. We furthermore assume that, for each context,
the postconditions are exhaustive and mutually exclu-
sive; the meaning of the latter will be discussed later.

Consider the action table2up for moving the cup from
the table to its upright position on the floor. If the
weather is fine, this succeeds 80% of the time; otherwise
the cup falls to its tipped forward position. When it is
rainy, the cup gets slippery, decreasing the success prob-
ability to 60%. To ensure the exhaustivity of the pre-
conditions, a default context with the empty set as post-
condition captures the intuition that the action changes
nothing when it is unapplicable, i.e., when ot does not
hold.
table2up= [ -"ryAot I ({up},0.8), ({fd},0.2);

ry A otI ({up},O.6), ({fd},O.4);
-~ot I ({},1) ].

Under some assumptions about L discussed in [1], the
approach solves both the frame and ramification prob-
lems; it is unnecessary to specify that the weather is un-
affected and that the cup is not on the table any more.
Unspecified features are inferred via K, capturing the
intuition that a possible model M’ that results from a
possible model M by applying an action that makes post-
condition Post true, contains Post but differs as little
as possible from M. M’ is said to be maximally Post-
conforming with M:
Def. 1.2 (Maximal Post-conformlty) Let M and
M’ be possible models, and Post be a postcondition. M’
is maximally Post-conforming with M iff M n M’ is set
inclusion maximal under the constraint that Post C M’.
The set of all such models M’ is noted CK(Post, ~I).
In our example, we have Cg({fd}, M1) = {/142}. 
general, there may be multiple maximally conforming
models, since a postcondition can be achieved by several
minimal changes in the world. Recalling that we inter-
pret sets of possible models as disjunctions, we define
the probability of M’ resulting from the achievement of
Post from M as p(M’ I CK(Post, M)). CK(Post, is
then considered as the information about the resulting
state, and the probability can be computed as in (2).

Thus elements of CK (Post, M) are the possible models
resulting from the achievement of a unique postcondition
Post starting from a unique possible model M.3 From
this, we can define the result of applying an action in a
state described by an arbitrary formula.

Def. 1.3 (Result of an action) Let s E £, and a be
an action as defined in (3). The possible models resulting
from the application of a in a state where s holds are the
elements of the following set
RK(a,s) = {M’ E PossE 13M E PossE(s) such 
M’ E CK(Post~,M), where K U M ~- prci and j 

E.g., applying table2up in state s = ry A (ot V fd)
yields {{ry,-"fd, -"bk, up}, {ry, fd, -"bk,-.up}}: for M1 in
PossE(s), the second context is selected, whose post-
conditions lead respectively to M4 and M2 shown in (1);
for M2 in PossE (s) the default context is selected, which
means that nothing changes.

Our belief about s and the probabilities of the out-
comes of a enable us to compute the probability distri-
bution PO.,) over the possible models that result from
performing a in s. If pa(M’,M) denotes the probability
that a changes the world from M to M’, then clearly

M’ =P(a,,)( ) ~MEPossK(s)pa(M’,M) 

But how is pa(M’,M) calculated? Given a possible
model M and the context i whose precondition holds
in M, we assume that for any two postconditions Post~i~

and Post~~, we have CK(Post~,M)NCK(POst~,M) 
0. This is our mutual exclusivity assumption on postcon-
ditions, whose explanation was previously postponed. If
this property holds, then the probability that executing
a in M leads to M’, where K U M I-" prei, is

pa(M’, M) = X"l(i) Cg(Post~,z..,j=lp(M’ M)) 

3 [1] captures minimal change differently than what we do
here (which corresponds to a previous version of [1]). How-
ever, this does not affect any of the definitions in the rest of
this paper, but only the content of the set CK(Post, M).
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When applying, e.g., table2up, the maximally conform-
ing models are unique, and our belief that a possible
model results from applying table2up in s is

In this section, we have exemplified that our action
formalism copes with uncertainty at planning time, such
as incompleteness or ambiguity in world state descrip-
tions; it also copes with context-dependent and stochas-
tic effects. Furthermore, probability assessments, once
combined with utility functions, will constitute a prefer-
ence ordering which will enable us to choose among plan
alternatives under time pressure.

2 Structured Reaction Plans
We now show how to represent plans that are reactive
to the sources of uncertainty predicted by the action for-
malism. We do not yet exploit probabilistic information
or deal with decision-theoretic planning issues; this will
be done in the next section.

A plan is a bipartite directed graph with two types
of nodes: T-nodes representing tasks, i.e., occurrences
of actions in a plan, and M-nodes representing possible
models. This is to be interpreted as follows: a T-node T
preceded by some M-node M means that the plan spec-
ifies that T is to be applied whenever the plan execution
finds itself in a situation described by M; M preceded
by T represents the possible model M that may result
as one of the effects from applying T.

Given a planning problem defined by an initial situ-
ation s, a goal formula g, a background knowledge K
and P, and a set of actions A, the root of a plan for
this problem is a task built from the dummy action
start = [true [ (MI,po(M1)),...,(M,,p°(Mn))] such
that {M1,...,Mn} = Possg(s). By construction, the
successors of start are all M-nodes in PossK(s). The
leaves of a plan are M-nodes, which represent the pos-
sible world states at the end of executing this plan.
Some of them might match the goal (M matches g iff
M E PossK(g)), but since the planner may not have
enough time to generate a complete plan for all alter-
natives, there is no requirement that every leaf match
the goal. Each non-leaf M-node M in the plan must not
match g, and must have one unique T-node successor
corresponding to an action a 6 A. The successors of this
T-node, in turn, are all possible models in RK(a, M).

As a last property of plans, we consider their valid-
ity: from each node, there must be at least one path
to some leaf. As an informal lemma, note that a valid
plan cannot include a task that is not applicable in the
state represented by its possible model predecessor. The
reason is that an intuitively non-applicable task changes
nothing and would create an blind alley in the plan.

Here is an example. Starting from our initial situation
s = ry A (ot V fd), we want to achieve the goal g = up.
Available actions are table2up as previously described,
as well as back2up for moving the cup from its bk to its
up position, and spin for spinning a tipped cup, shown in
Figure 1. The example plan ~1 for this problem is also
shown in Figure 1. Pl is to be interpreted as follows:
if the cup is initially fd, then spin it until the desired
bk position is obtained and apply back2up; if the cup is

back2up= [ -~bk
bk

spin= [ fdVbk
"~(fd V bk)

({up}, 1);
({}, 1) 
({fd}, 0.5), ({bk}, 0.5);
({}, 1)

Figure 1: Plan 7)1, and the spin and back2up actions

initially ot, apply table2up, and if the cup becomes fd,
then go on as before. Note that 7)1’s single leaf matches
g; therefore, it is guaranteed to achieve the goal under
the sources of uncertainty predicted by the action for-
malism, where "guaranteed" means that the probability
of being in the goal model approaches 1 as the length of
execution sequences grows.

Setting aside, for the moment, how this plan repre-
sentation could benefit from probability information, the
very structure of the plans yields some interesting fea-
tures for planning under uncertainty and time pressure.
First, compared to other approaches to encoding reac-
tivity, such as situated control rules [4] into which they
can easily be translated, our plans support a more fo-
cussed execution monitoring, and allows the determinis-
tic choice of the next execution step. Second, replanning
and incremental planning are possible with this plan rep-
resentation. Finally, these plans can be reused as a de-
fault behavior if time to generate optimal ones from first
principles is lacking. The plan representation combined
with the action formalism enables us to build reactive
planners that can, like PASCALE [13], incrementally in-
crease their degree of reactivity. We do not go into de-
tails concerning these .issues. The reader may find hints
about this in [13].

However, the representation itself does not provide a
way of chosing purposefully among plan alternatives, and
an anytime planning algorithm using it would have no
information about to which events it should rationally
plan a reaction first. The topic of the next section is
how to provide this information.

3 Decision-Theoretic Planning
As introduced in Section 1, we have information about
the probability of a possible model representing an initial
situation or resulting as the effect of an action. We will
now exploit this probability information and decision-
theoretic principles in order to define quality measures
on plans. Decision theory says that the quality (or util-
ity) of a plan is the expectation of the utilities of its
individual outcomes [5]. We will show how a reaction
plan can be considered as a Markov chain and results
from Markov chain theory be used in order to estimate
the: quality of our plans, in accordance with the prin-
ciple of decision theory stated above. As a result, we
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obtain updatable quality measures that can be used as
input by existing anytime algorithms. Furthermore our
framework allows one to select the parts of an unfinished
plan to be extended first, thereby constituting a basis for
designing special-purpose anytime algorithms.

3.1 Basic Results About Markov Chains
We first recall basic results from Markov chain theory
[10]. Markov chains are stochastic processes used to
describe dynamic systems whose probabilistic transition
through a set of states at a given instant t + 1 depends
only on the state at the immediate preceding instant t,
and not on the states the chain passed through prior to
time t. Furthermore, if the transition probabilities do
not depend on t (i.e., remain stationary over time), the
Markov chain is said to be stationary. Stationary chains
can by definition be represented by a single transition
matrix relating the probability of the succeeding state
to the current state.

We are interested here in a special type of station-
ary chain called absorbing chain, This is a stationary
chain with two types of states: transient states, which
can be left on at least one path that never return, and
absorbing states, which cannot be left once entered. The
transition matrix of an absorbing chain can be divided
into 4 submatrices as shown below, where submatrix Q
denotes transitions from transient to transient states, R
denotes transitions from transient to absorbing states, I
is the identity matrix, and O consists only of O’s.

trans’labs" )
trans. { Q R

0 I

These submatrices can be used to compute quantitative
information about the process modeled as an absorb-
ing chain. The matrix I - Q always has an inverse N,
called the fundamental matrix, where N = (I _Q)-I 
~"]~=0 Qk. The definition of N implies that its ij th ele-
ment is the average number of times transient state j will
be entered before an absorbing state is reached, given
that we are in transient state i. Furthermore, the ijth
element of matrix N x R is the probability of reaching
absorbing state j, given that we are in transient state
i. Note that this probability of reaching an absorbing
state can also be viewed as the average number of times
an absorbing state will be entered before the process be-
comes stable. In the following, we will characterize an
absorbing Markov chain by the matrix (N N x R) whose
leftmost columns are those of the fundamental matrix N
of the chain, and whose rightmost columns are those of
the product of N by the submatrix R of the chain.

3.2 The Quality of Reaction Plans
The starting point of our use of Markov chain theory for
the estimation of the quality of a plan is to associate a
plan with an absorbing Markov chain whose state set is
a set of tasks. Transient states of the chain correspond
to the tasks in the plan. Its absorbing states shall de-
note that the plan execution is finished, i.e., when the
current world situation is represented by an M-node leaf
of the plan, then the state of the execution remains as
it is. Therefore, we artificially introduce two types of
absorbing Markov states: unplanned states are dummy
tasks applied in final M-nodes that do not match the

0

Figure 2: Incomplete plan P2 and its Markov chain

goal, and finish states are other dummy tasks applied
in M-nodes that do match the goal. The probability law
II of the Markov chain follows the probabilities provided
by the action formalism. More formally:
Def. 3.1 (Markov chain associated with a plan)
Let s,g, K, P, A define a planning problem; let P be a
plan for this problem, characterized by its set ofT-nodes
T, its set of non-leaf M-nodes A4, its set of leaf M.
nodes AdL, and the function pre~ mapping a T.node
to its M-node predecessor in P. Let, moreover, 7-t =
{unplanned(M) l M e A4L \ Possg(g)} tO {finish(M) 
M ̄  AtL A Possg(g)}, and let the function pre over
7" U 7"’ such that

pre(T) { p~.le~(T) for T = for T = unplanned(M) ̄  7"’
M for T = finish(M ) ¯ 7"’

The Markov chain associated with P, noted chain(P), 
the family {Xt, t = 0, 1,...} of random variables ranging
over the set of tasks 7" U 7"’, such that the conditional
probability II(Xt+l = TI I Xt = T) is defined as:

ps(pre(T’)) for T = start
7"’ O {start}for T q~ 7"’ T’ =p(T,pr~(T))(pre(T’)) 

1 and T
0 forT¯7"1 andT’¢T

Figure 2 shows the incomplete plan P2, and chain(P2).
Translating the above-reported results of Markov

chain theory to our framework, we find that for any plan

P, the ij th element of the matrix (N N x R) character-
izing chain(P) represents the average number of times
task j will be executed before the plan execution ends,
given that we are currently executing task i. Note that,
for j being an unplanned or finish task, this also rep-
resents the probability that plan execution ends in task
j, given that i is currently executed.

These results allow us to estimate the quality of a plan
prior to execution, and to update this estimation during
execution, according to the actual evolution of the envi-
ronment. We consider that the outcomes of a plan are
the tasks that are performed when this plan gets exe-
cuted. We assume then that each task in the plan is
given a numerical utility which will mostly depend on
the cost of the action from which the task is built and
on the reward for being in its possible model predeces-
sor. E.g., if utility is understood as goal-achievement
probability, a step utility function should be used, that
maps the finish tasks to 1 and other tasks to O. If par-
tial goal-satisfaction is of interest, one can use a noisy
step function assigning the highest value to finish tasks,
some lower positive values to unplanned tasks that re-
flect the proximity to the goal of their possible model
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predecessor, and 0 to the other tasks. If interested in
minimizing the cost of plan execution, one can use a util-
ity function assigning the cost (a negative value) of their
corresponding action to the respective tasks, where the
cost of an unplanned task would heuristically depend on
its possible model predecessor. Setting aside the problem
of building a multi-attribute utility function from indi-
vidual attributes utilities, which is dealt with in [16], the
plan quality is defined from the utility of tasks as follows.

Def. 3.2 (Plan Quality) Let 7~ be a plan, and (N N 
R) the matrix characterizing chain(7~). Let U be a col-
umn vector such that Uj is the utility associated with task
J The quality of P, given that task i is executed, is the
i ;h element of the vector U(79) = (N N x R) x 

Hence, U(7~) yields an a-priori estimation of :P’s qual-
ity by considering its element corresponding to the start
task, as well as updates of this estimation, given the
task currently under execution. For instance, in the sim-
ple case where quality is understood as goal-achievement
probability, U(P~) is the following vector:

T2
T3

The a-priori estimation of the quality is 22%. During
execution, additional knowledge about the task currently
executed becomes available, reducing uncertainty about
what may happen during the rest of this execution. E.g.,
if we know that the task currently executed is T2, i.e.,
table2up, then T~2’s quality estimation increases to 60%.

The definition of (N N x R) implies that Definition 3.2
is in accordance with the main result of decision theory:
the plan utility is the expectation of the utilities of the
individual outcomes. The intuitive meaning of the defi-
nition of an element of (N N x R) as the average num-
ber of times a task is executed should at least make this
plausible.

3.3 Use and Design of Anytime Algorithms

The a-priori quality estimation enables off-line planning
using a general-purpose anytime algorithm, such as those
based on expectation driven iterative refinement, e.g.,
[15]. The updated estimations are suitable to incremen-
tally improve an incomplete plan during its execution,
using the same general-purpose algorithms. The plan-
ner can interact with the execution monitor, and work
with the updated estimation corresponding to the task
currently executed. This implicitly focuses the anytime
algorithm on the plan part whose improvement will be
of most use in the rest of the execution.

The framework also suggests a rational exploration of
both state and search spaces, thereby facilitating the de-
sign of special-purpose anytime algorithms for off-line or
on-line planning. The following algorithm, which can be
interrupted at any time, and which can be viewed as a
reformulation of the projection algorithm in [4] without
considering quantitative time, plans for the most proba-
ble evolution of the environment first. The search starts
with a plan embryo containing the start task and the M-
nodes corresponding to the initial situation of the prob-
lem. The state space is explored by selecting the non-
goal leaf that is maximally probable to be reached, sup-
posing that the start task is currently executed. This leaf

can be computed according to the recent matrix N x R.4

Once this leaf is expanded (by inserting some task 
and its M-nodes successors), the non-goal leaf that is
maximally probable to be reached from T is further ex-
panded, until the currently expanded path reaches the
goal, which leads ther/to a new selection from the start
task. To select among plans resulting from an expansion,
the search space is explored using a simple interruptible
best-first search informed by the a-priori estimation of
the quality, and that guarantees monotonically increas-
ing performance as a function of time: when averaged
over an infinite number of runs, the reward obtained
during the execution of a plan (best-plan) is higher than
if we were to execute a plan generated earlier.

procedure off-line-plan(problem,utility-func) =
best-plan := empty-plan(problem);
% access to best-plan is assumed to be atomic
current-task := start;
search-space := [ best-plan ];
while search-space ~ D

current-plan := head(search-space);
search-space :- tail(search-space);
if quality/current-plan,current-task,utility-func) 

quality(best-plan ,current-task,utility-fu nc)
then best-plan := current-plan fi;
T := last-inserted-task(current-plan);
L := max-prob(current-plan,T,problem,current-task);
if L # nil
then

sues := expand(current-plan,L,problem);
sucs := order(sucs,utility-func,current-task);
search-space := append(sues,search-space) 

end

empty-plan(p) builds a plan embryo containing the
start task and the possible models of the initial
situation of problem p.

quality(P, C, u) returns the quality of plan P accord-
ing to the utility function on tasks u, given that
the currently executed task is C.

last-inserted-task(P) returns the lastly inserted
task in plan P.

max-prob(P, T,p, C) returns the leaf of plan P that
is maximally probable to be reach from task T,
unless one of the leaves that can be reached from
T matches the goal of problem p. In that case,
returns the leaf that is maximally probable to be
reached from C and which does not match this
goal. If there is none, then returns nil.

expand(P, l, p) returns the list of valid plans resulting
from the expansion of plan P at leaf l, using the
available actions of problem p.

order(P, u, C) order the list of plans P in decreasing
order of quality according to the utility function on
tasks u, given that task C is currently executed.

Figure 3: A simple off-line anytime planning algorithm

4Given that we are currently executing task C, the non-
goal leaf M that is maximally probable to be reached is that,
for which the element of N x R corresponding to C and
unplanned(M) is maximal,
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Pseudo-code for the algorithm is presented in Figure 3;
[14] discusses it more detail and provides experimental
results. The algorithm can also be used to improve an
incomplete plan off-line. It suffices to start the search
with this plan. The algorithm requires only a few mod-
ifications to be suitable for the on-line improvement of
an incomplete plan. First, it must not backtrack on an
already executed task. Second, current-task must not be
fixed to the start task, but must vary according to the
current task of the execution. Last, in order to focus
on useful improvements with respect to the remainder of
the execution, the selection process must be performed
each time a new task gets executed.

The ability to update the quality estimation also en-
ables on-line plan selection for a reactive executor: if
several reaction plans are available, one can start exe-
cuting the plan with best a-priori quality, and rationally
jump to another plan whenever this one becomes better.
[9] uses this approach: the planner continually selects the
behavior with maximal utility among those available.

4 ¯Instances of the Framework

In this paper, we view planning as a choice under uncer-
tainty, for which symbolic planning and decision theory
serve two complementary purposes. As [7] points out,
"Symbolic planning provides a computational theory of
plan generation... Decision theory provides a normative
model of choice under uncertainty".

Within our model, symbolic planning enables the
search for a plan under uncertainty that stems from
incomplete information about the start situation, con-
text dependency of actions, and alternative action ef-
fects. We introduce probabilities in order to apply
decision-theoretic methods for estimating plan’s quality.
Decision-theory is useful for guiding the search, for es-
timating where to extend a given incomplete plan with
most effect on the plan quality, and for chosing among
feasible plan alternatives. This is crucial for a rational
anytime planning algorithm, and allows for rationally
jumping to another plan at execution time if the quality
of the plan currently under execution turns out to be
lower than the estimated quality of some other off-the-
shelf plan.

The domain-independent planner PASCALE2 imple-
ments these ideas. We are beginning to apply PASOALE2
to the generation of supply restoration plans upon oc-
currence of a fault in power distribution networks.

Particularly interesting when planning under time
pressure, the policy iteration-based method presented
in [3] restricts the planner’s attention to larger and
larger sets of situations. This approach uses delibera-
tion scheduling methods in order to allocate computation
time to various iterative refinement routines. However, it
employs a low level representation of the state space that
must be entirely described as a stochastic automaton.
Our framework differs from this latter by laying stress
on flexible symbolic representations. Indeed, the very
focus of our paper is on the representational issue, not
on anytime planning and deliberation scheduling them-
selves: how to represent actions and plans in order to
exploit anytime planning, deliberation scheduling, and
decision-theory. It would then be interesting to see how
the above techniques can be used in the framework of
our representation.

An academic advantage of our model is its high ex-
pressiveness, which allows a variety of seemingly differ-
ent plan formats to be generated or reformulated in its
terms and thus made comparable. As examples, let us
mention linear (STRIPS type) plans, universal plans [12],
decision trees [5], situated control rules [4], and PASCALE
plans [13].

Practically, expressiveness is dangerous, because it
yields computation cost. Thus, if your domain is com-
pletely deterministic and completely known, we recom-
mend that you apply something simpler¯ than what we
propose here. On the other hand, if your domain is very
uncertain, then it would be nonsense to calculate a plan
to the tiniest detail. For such cases, algorithms with a
rational behavior seem most promising.
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